Topological phononic states, which facilitate unique acoustic transport around defects and disorders, have significantly revolutionized our scientific cognition of acoustic systems. Here, by introducing a zone folding mechanism, we realize the topological phase transition in a double Dirac cone of the rotatable triangular phononic crystal with C3v symmetry. We then investigate the distinct topological edge states on two types of interfaces of our phononic insulators. Based on the rotatability of triangular phononic crystals, we consider several complicated contours defined by the topological zigzag interfaces. Along these contours, the acoustic waves can unimpededly transmit without back-scattering. Our research provides an excellent framework for freely steering the acoustic backscattering-immune propagation within topological phononic structures.
Introduction
The two-dimensional topological edge states, immunizing against defects and disorders, have greatly revolutionized our scientific cognition on propagation and scattering of acoustic waves [1] [2] [3] . Introducing a zone folding mechanism, Dirac cones at the K point in the Brillouin zone of a honeycomb lattice folded to the double Dirac cone at the Γ point. Here we fold a double Dirac dispersion in a phononic crystal beyond the honeycomb lattice and experimentally observe the pseudospin-dependent one-way transport. The well-reconfigurable synthetic acoustic media would offer great flexibility to manipulate the topologically protected sound transport.
Pseudospin-dependent edge mode of topological phononic insulator
we construct a phononic crystal formed with rotatable triangular prisms and illustrate in Fig. 1a . When taking a primitive hexagonal unit cell (marked by the blue line in Fig. 1a ), this phononic crystal with C3v symmetry carries Dirac dispersions at the K1 points in the BZ (Fig. 1b) . When taking the larger hexagonal unit cell (marked by the red line in Fig. 1a ), a double Dirac dispersion at the Γ2 point is formed by folding four branches with Dirac dispersions (Fig. 1c) . The four-fold degeneracy at the double Dirac cone possesses two phononic modes, classed as the symmetric (S) mode and the antisymmetric (A) mode (inserted in Fig. 1c ). Rotating the triangular prisms left or right by 30 o , the phononic crystal yields the widest bandgap at the original double Dirac cone (shown in Fig. 1d ). ICSV25 There are two typical classes of interfaces across which the topological phases of phononic crystals are opposite. we utilized a cross-waveguide splitter to measure the pseudospin transport of our topological phononic insulator with a very high fidelity. As shown in Fig. 2a , the splitter is divided into four sections with four input/output ports, marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4. Based on the opposite slope of the dispersion band, the individual spin edge state can only support a topological one-way propagation with an anticlockwise (purple circular arrows) or clockwise (green circular arrows) direction. This conclusion is perfectly consistent with the simulation results illustrated in Fig. 2a-b . However, this interesting acoustic counterpart of the QSH effect cannot emerge in the topological phononic insulators with linear interfaces (Fig. 2c ). Figure 2 : Acoustic pseudospin-dependent edge mode at topological cross-waveguide splitter. a,b, Simulated acoustic pressure field for cases with Zigzag interfaces. c, Simulated acoustic pressure field for the case with linear interfaces.
